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Text: Philippians 3:1-8


Theme: Dig down deep so that you can stand for decades, not just days.


Intro: Jesus is the head of God’s underground movement. He takes his disciples underground, 
beyond the surface level and what the eye normally sees. He calls you to dig down deep. Why? 
It’s the foundation of your life that he is concerned about. If you don’t dig deep, you will never 
stand tall above ground. In New York, the skyscrapers reach great heights because the builders 
anchor their buildings to the bedrock. The secret of standing strong and lasting long is letting God 
work below the surface of your life. I hear the Lord saying he wants to take us deeper.


1) Break up the fallow ground, go beyond the surface (Hosea 10:12-13). 
• Don’t be content to be a surface level Christian.

• In order for a tree to stand tall and long it’s roots need to go down deep.

• Over the last five weeks, we’ve been learning how to stand. First, strengthen yourself by 

leaning on the Lord. Second, take up the full armor of God. Third, assist your brothers and 
sisters. Fourth, nurture/nourish your spirit through Scripture. Lastly, dig down deep. 
[S.T.A.N.D]


• It’s the hidden work of God that makes the man or woman of God.

• Today, we see Paul is not happy with surface-level (flesh) religion. The circumcision of 

the flesh does not matter––it’s the circumcision of the heart that counts (*Phil. 3:3; Rom. 
2:29; Gal. 6:15; 1 Cor. 7:19; Gal 5:6). 


• There’s a reason why New York City has one of the highest concentration of skyscrapers. 
It all has to do with the bedrock under Manhattan Island. The bedrock is very strong. 
Builders anchor the foundation of their skyscraper to the bedrock so that their buildings can 
stand strong for generations.

• For example, goes down about 55 feet to hit the bedrock. That’s a lot of digging.


• The reason why the Leaning Tower of Pisa leans is because it was built without regard for 
foundation. You can build quickly without digging deep, but what you build will not last.

• The work of God is to restore ancient foundations (Isaiah 58:12).


• Jesus in Luke 6:46-49 teaches us how to dig deep.

• Listen: “he is like a man building a house, who dug deep and laid a foundation on the 

rock.”

• But before he shows us how to dig deep, he begins to break up the fallow ground of our 

hearts (Luke 6:39-46).

• The passage before is like a pick, continually breaking into the ground.

• Listen to the Lord’s wake up call. The words are piercing and penetrating, but 

necessary.

• Jesus asks three sets of challenging questions.


• First, “a blind man cannot guide a blind man can he?”

• This is the reason why Israel had to leave Saul and his house, and gather to David (1 

Chron. 11:1ff)

• Today, our David is Jesus, the Father’s beloved. No one sees like Jesus.

• Stop following others to follow him. Be led by the Lord so that you can be fully trained 

(Luke 6:40).

• That’s the first strike to break up the fallow ground


• Second, “Why do you look at the speck that is in your brother’s eye?”

• We always tend to think the Word of God is for someone else. 

• We are concerned about what others are doing.

• But Jesus says, “Look at yourself first. Take the log out of your own eye.”
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• After this question, he focuses on the parable of the trees. It all has to do with your 
heart.


• You see, when you focus on others your protect your heart from God’s personal 
dealings. The Holy Spirit cannot breakup the ground of your heart because you have an 
iron barrier covering it.


• Third, “Why do you call me, ‘Lord, Lord’ and do not do what I say?”

• Get rid of the hypocrisy and let Jesus be truly Lord of your life.

• The only immovable foundation for your life is the Lordship of Jesus. He is the bedrock. 

• But, it’s not just saying he is Lord. Much of the world’s population, if pushed hard 

enough, will say that Jesus is Lord. But it’s not in the saying that there is strength.


2) Dig deep down so that your life is anchored on the Rock, Jesus Christ. (Luke 4:46-49).  
• In my parable, there’s three levels to dig down so that your life is founded on the bedrock of 

Christ.

• All of these ‘levels’ are found in Luke 4:46-49.

• Imagine that each level is taking us down about 18.33 feet so that in total we go down 55 

feet, the depth of the Empire State Building’s foundation. 

• The first level is coming to Jesus. And not just in word, but in reality. Moreover, not just 

coming to an altar call, but coming to Jesus daily.

•  It’s very hard for people to come to Jesus because they are convinced they can do it 

themselves. They say, “I have the strength. I can do this. I need no one.”

• Even though Jesus has his arms open wide, they would rather be independent. Romans 

10:21 says, “All day long I have stretched out my hands to a disobedient and obstinate 
people.”


• The first level is coming to an end of your own works and strength––it’s dying to your 
self and falling into the arms of Jesus. 


• Now let’s go deeper. The second level is hearing Jesus’ words. Not just hearing them with 
your ears, but with your heart. Moreover, letting the Holy Spirit give you revelation.

• This means listening. But I’m talking about actively listening, seeking out Jesus’ word.

• Psalm 40:6 has a very interesting phrase in the original Hebrew: “ears you have dug for 

me.” [excavated]

• Look at Psalm 40:1-8


• By listening, I don’t mean just waiting for the Word to one day come to you, but opening 
Jesus’ book and asking him to speak to you. 


• This is a very subterranean level and takes much time to dig. 

• This is where you read through the Bible over and over. You actually never stop. 

• Listening to Jesus’ words become a night and day activity. 

• You allow Jesus words to replace your words and thoughts. You learn his ways, and 

repent of your own ways. At this level, you allow Jesus to dig into your ears. His words 
sink into your soul––your heart and the depths of your being. 


• Why do I say opening your Bible? Because if you just sit in silence to hear Jesus’ voice, you 
can easily go off track. The Holy Spirit works through his book. His book gives us a firm 
foundation. 

• The voices you hear in your head or heart can just be yourself or other people. They 

could even be a demon. But the voice that comes through Scripture is God’s voice. 

• This brings us to the last level. This is when you hit the bedrock. People usually stop before 

they get to this level. The last level is acting on Jesus’ words. 
•  This level is all about obedience.

•  It’s allowing the Holy Spirit to do such a deep work in you that you are empowered to 

obey. 

• When the Holy Spirit works this deep, you can’t do anything, but obey. If you even think 

about sinning, you are disturbed. If you realise you have been disobedient, you are deeply 
convicted. Obedience is your life. 


• Be quick to obey––don’t procrastinate.


3) Jesus’ underground movement is all about his Lordship.  
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• Digging down deep is all about the Lordship of Jesus.

•  Is he Lord in word only or is he Lord in action? 

• It comes down to three simple things. 

• They are very simple, but extremely costly: 1) Coming to Jesus, 2) Listening to Jesus, 3) 

Obeying Jesus.

• How can Jesus be your Lord unless you obey him? And how can you obey Jesus unless you 

listen to him? And how can you listen to him unless you come to him? And how can you come 
to him unless you are awoken to your need for him? 

Conclusion: Your life will stand strong and long when you dig down deep. 
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END NOTES


The Bedrock of New York City


New York City was one of the earliest European settlements in North America and has long been 
the largest city in the United States. By 1920 the total population of the metropolitan area of New 
York City had surpassed 7 million people. It was in the 1920's that new technology became 
available that allowed the construction of buildings over 50 stories tall.


These new buildings were constructed differently than those that typically preceded the building 
boom of the 1920's and 30's. Skyscrapers of this new era were constructed like the cathedrals of 
old Europe, with the interior columns carrying all of the load, and the walls only acting as curtains.

The construction of sky scrapers in New York City began in downtown, around Wall St. at the 
lower end of Manhattan Island, but soon spread north. Here's where things begin to get a little 
more interesting. New skyscrapers were not being built close to downtown, but rather were 
mostly being constructed in midtown, 4 miles north.


This has to do in part with the depth of the bedrock underneath the city. Large buildings need to 
be anchored to bedrock in order to prevent potentially uneven settling. The bedrock is within a 
few feet of the ground surface in Midtown, and within 40 feet of the surface in Downtown. It is 4 to 
5 times deeper in other parts of the city. Skyscraper developers generally shied away from 
building between these two main business districts in part because the deep bedrock would 
significantly increase building costs.


Other factors certainly did play a role in the growth of New York City. The locations of residential 
neighborhoods and manufacturing centers had an influence on the city's development pattern, as 
well as transportation hubs such as Grand Central Station in midtown. However construction 
costs due to bedrock depths seems to have a significant influence on how developers chose 
locations for new skyscrapers. Bedrock depth is one of the many ways that geology can affect the 
development of cities. In this case creating two separate development zones in New York City.

Below are a few pictures of the city's skyline. You can see for yourself where the bedrock valley 
lies along the island of Manhattan. (http://www.classichistory.net/archives/nyc-bedrock)


MISC Personal Notes 

The Underground Movement


That’s why Jesus told the parable of the foundations. Look at Luke 6:46-49.


Notice the context of this verse. It’s often forgotten. We find it in Luke 6:39-46. First, it has to be 
with who you are following. Second, being fully trained. Third, with getting your eyes off other 
people and on to the sins in your own life. Fourth, Jesus focuses on good trees and bad trees. 
And lastly, the context ends with the issue of Lordship.


The strength of Jesus’ Lordship in your life comes from you letting God remove the dirt of 
disobedience from your life so that your life is actually founded on Christ. Otherwise, if you are 
building your life on the surface, it won’t stand. 


You need to let the Holy Spirit go down deep into your heart, removing the dirt and rocks, so that 
Jesus is actually your Lord, not just in words.


The work means thorough and deep repentance. It will mean tears as things are dug out of your 
life, deep things, that the Father knows are not good for you. Certain relationships, habits, 
patterns of thinking, desires and fear, all need to be dug up. 


Listen to Jesus: “Why do you call Me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ and do not do what I say? Everyone who 
comes to Me and hears my words and acts on them, I will show you whom he is like: he is like a 
man building a house, who dug deep and laid a foundation of the rock…” (Luke 6:46).
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 “Be careful when you stand lest you fall…” (1 Cor. 10:12-13).


Moses is called to stand still so that God can make a way.


Paul tells us is much more than the circumcision of the flesh, the surface circumcision. What 
matters is the circumcision of the heart. 


Let’s look at how this applies to Paul. 


Don’t be satisfied with blessing, but rather with the fullness of the Father’s will. Abraham was 
satisfied with Ishmael. But God had to tell Abraham there was much more. Ishmael was blessed, 
but not the Father’s perfect will. Abraham had to press on to Isaac. The Father never gave up on 
Abraham because he fell short of his will, but he did challenge him to move further. Don’t settle for 
less than God’s best.
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